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Worksheet: Premier League Preview 
 
A. Main Idea – note taking
Listen to the whole report and fill in the chart with appropriate information. 
  

 
 

Top 4 and Champions 

 
 
 

 

 
Relegated 

 

 
 

 
 

To Shine 

 
 
 

 
 

Flops 
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B. Vocabulary: Gap fill 
Now listen again to the first part of the report and fill in the gaps with an appropriate word.   
 

Top 4 and Champions 

Damon: I think it’s almost going to be a _________ of last year but the order will be different. 

Manchester United look as though they’ve bought well this summer with Van Persie and 

Kagawa both looking good ____________, but I don’t think it will be enough to give them the 

title. They’re going to finish third. In fourth it’s going to be Arsenal again. Why? I just don’t 

think Spurs, Liverpool or Newcastle, last season’s ________________ for the final 

Champions League spot will be consistent enough. Manchester City will finish second – 

back-to-back titles are always difficult. So that leaves Chelsea as my tip ______ / ______ 

the table.  

 

Damian: Interesting prediction there Damon, some might even say ______________. Yes, 

Chelsea have made some good signings but I feel that these players need to ________ their 

feet so I think they’ll finish third behind the two sides from Manchester. I think United’s 

signings, the return to the side of Vidic and manager Alex Ferguson’s desire will mean that 

the red half of Manchester are going to win their 20th title in my opinion. City will come 

second and my team Spurs ______ / _______ to finish 4th again.  

 

Relegated 

Damon: Going down this season will be Wigan, they can’t have another ______________ 

escape surely. You always have to look at the newly-promoted sides, too, and I think 

Reading will be most ____________to join the Latics in the drop. And the final relegation 

spot will go to West Ham. 

 

Damian: I see you think that two of the recently-promoted sides will go down – I am not so 

sure about that as I think that West Ham will have too much ______________ though I do 

agree that Reading will go straight back down to the Championship. I ___________ that 

Norwich will go with them and possibly Aston Villa.  
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ANSWERS 
B. Vocabulary: Gap fill 
Now listen again to the first part of the report and fill in the gaps with an appropriate word.   
 

Top 4 and Champions 

Damon: I think it’s almost going to be a repeat of last year but the order will be different. 

Manchester United look as though they’ve bought well this summer with Van Persie and 

Kagawa both looking good additions, but I don’t think it will be enough to give them the title. 

They’re going to finish third. In fourth it’s going to be Arsenal again. Why? I just don’t think 

Spurs, Liverpool or Newcastle, last season’s contenders for the final Champions League 

spot will be consistent enough. Manchester City will finish second – back-to-back titles are 

always difficult. So that leaves Chelsea as my tip to top the table.  

 

Damian: Interesting prediction there Damon, some might even say controversial. Yes, 

Chelsea have made some good signings but I feel that these players need to find their feet 

so I think they’ll finish third behind the two sides from Manchester. I think United’s signings, 

the return to the side of Vidic and manager Alex Ferguson’s desire will mean that the red 

half of Manchester are going to win their 20th title in my opinion. City will come second and 

my team Spurs are going to finish 4th again.  

 

Relegated 

Damon: Going down this season will be Wigan, they can’t have another miracle escape 

surely. You always have to look at the newly-promoted sides, too, and I think Reading will be 

most likely to join the Latics in the drop. And the final relegation spot will go to West Ham. 

 

Damian: I see you think that two of the recently-promoted sides will go down – I am not so 

sure about that as I think that West Ham will have too much experience, though I do agree 

that Reading will go straight back down to the Championship. I reckon that Norwich will go 

with them and possibly Aston Villa.  

  

 


